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■ Abstract Recent years have witnessed a renaissance of fluorescence microscopy
techniques and applications, from live-animal multiphoton confocal microscopy to
single-molecule fluorescence spectroscopy and imaging in living cells. These achievements have been made possible not so much because of improvements in microscope
design, but rather because of development of new detectors, accessible continuous
wave and pulsed laser sources, sophisticated multiparameter analysis on one hand,
and the development of new probes and labeling chemistries on the other. This review
tracks the lineage of ideas and the evolution of thinking that have led to the actual
developments, and presents a comprehensive overview of the field, with emphasis put
on our laboratory’s interest in single-molecule microscopy and spectroscopy.
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INTRODUCTION
Optical microscopy has made continuous progress since it was born at the end
of the sixteenth century, with the creation of the first two-lens microscope by
the Jansens in Middleburg, Holland. Today’s research microscopes and objective
lenses have been perfected to achieve the diffraction limit of resolution defined by
Ernst Abbe at the end of the nineteenth century (1). Since this landmark, advances in
(nonfluorescence) optical microscopy have come from new imaging modes such as
phase contrast, Nomarski’s differential interference contrast (DIC), or Hoffman’s
contrast, to name a few. Despite their advantages in enhancing contrast or details
due to variations in the index of refraction, these transmitted-light techniques do
not provide any means to distinguish individual objects or identify small organelles
other than by their shape or optical density. To circumvent this limitation, staining
agents and techniques have been developed by histologists since the beginning
of microscopy. However colorful, these techniques developed before the advent
of molecular biology have staining specificities that rely on poorly understood
interactions. They also do not allow the detection of objects that are smaller than the
diffraction limit or that do not present enough contrast. Fluorescence microscopy
overcomes these limitations by rejecting the excitation light, leaving visible only
the sources of emission. The development of immunocytochemistry during the
twentieth century gave this technique its full potential. Initially limited to fixed
samples, fluorescence immunocytochemistry was extended to live cell imaging
during the 1980s (133).
Confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) has also steadily grown as an
indispensable tool for three-dimensional imaging. CLSM capabilities have been
extended to include multiphoton excitation processes and lifetime imaging, or to
improve its three-dimensional resolution. Progress in detector technology, interest
in the photophysics of single-quantum emitters, and questions arising from the
burgeoning field of single-molecule biophysics have recently pushed fluorescence
microscopy to its ultimate level of sensitivity. Single fluorescent molecules can now
be detected in a living cell and localized with nanometer precision in real time. In
parallel with these improvements in image versatility, sensitivity, and resolution,
fluorescence has also been used as a tool to probe the dynamics, conformational
changes, and interactions of single molecules. This modern development has completed the transition of fluorescence microscopy from a purely imaging technique
to nanospectroscopy (spectroscopy of small volumes), extending the application
of the microscope to structural biology, biochemistry, and biophysics, and providing new tools for the postgenomic (i.e., proteomic) era. Single-molecule spectroscopy (SMS) has recently shed light on inter- and intramolecular interactions,
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protein folding, and protein structure, as well as on the functioning of the cellular
machinery.
This article gives an overview of achievements in the field of fluorescence
microscopy and spectroscopy, as well as reviews recent developments focused on
single-molecule sensitivity. As they take full advantage of the properties of the
fluorescence emission process by individual molecules, we first present in some
detail experimental results illustrating each of these properties. We then discuss
how to practically take advantage of these capabilities by presenting an overview
of fluorescent labeling techniques and experimental setups. The two final parts
review imaging applications of fluorescence and single-molecule experiments.

FUNDAMENTALS OF FLUORESCENCE, FLUOROPHORES
AND LABELING, AND FLUORESCENCE DETECTION
Fundamentals of Fluorescence
Fluorescence is the phenomenon of photon emission following absorption of one
(or more) photon(s) by a molecule or material (fluorophore) that returns to its
ground state. First observed for quinine by Herschel in the early nineteenth century,
it was further studied by Stokes who correctly identified its main characteristics (for
the case of single-photon excitation), namely that the emitted photons have a longer
wavelength than the absorbed ones (70). A series of experimental and theoretical
studies by several investigators in the early twentieth century uncovered most of
today’s known properties of fluorescence (99).
Excitation and emission processes in a typical molecule are represented by a
Jablonski diagram (Figure 1) depicting the initial, final, and intermediate electronic
and vibrational states of the molecule. In general, fast intramolecular vibrational
relaxations result in emitted photons having a lower energy than do the incident
ones (or equivalently, a larger wavelength, the difference being the so-called Stokes
shift). This property is the basis of the simple separation of emitted fluorescence
from excitation light, which renders fluorescence such a powerful tool. The emitted
photon is detected within a typical delay (lifetime) after absorption of the excitation
photon, which depends on the species studied and its local environment. Organic
dyes have typical lifetimes from several tens of picoseconds to several nanoseconds. Longer lifetimes are obtained for fluorescent semiconductor nanocrystals
(NCs) (tens of ns), organometallic compounds (hundreds of ns), and lanthanide
complexes (up to ms). The probability distribution of emission times is usually
monoexponential, characterized by a lifetime τ = 0 −1 = (kr + knr)−1, where kr
and knr are the radiative and nonradiative decay rates, respectively (Figure 1). The
latter is dependent on the local environment via perturbations of the intramolecular
transition matrix elements. For instance, the proximity to a dielectric or metallic
surface markedly modifies the fluorescence lifetime (6, 141).
While in its excited state, a molecule has a probability to end up in a nonemitting
triplet-state during microseconds to milliseconds, resulting in dark states (52, 95).
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Figure 1 Jablonski diagram for fluorescence. Upon absorption of a photon of energy
hν a close to the resonance energy ES1 − ES0 , a molecule in a vibronic sublevel of the
ground singlet state S0 is promoted to a vibronic sublevel of the lowest excited singlet
state S1. Nonradiative, fast relaxation brings the molecule down to the lowest S1 sublevel
in picoseconds. Emission of a photon of energy hν e < hν a (radiative rate kr) can take
place within nanoseconds and bring back the molecule to one of the vibronic sublevels
of the ground state. Alternatively, collisional quenching may bring the molecule back
to its ground state without photon emission (nonradiative rate knr). A third type of
process present in organic dye molecules is intersystem crossing to the first excited
triplet state T1 (rate kISC). Relaxation from this excited state back to the ground state
is spin-forbidden, and thus the lifetime of this state is in the order of microseconds
to milliseconds. Relaxation to the ground state takes place either by photon emission
(phosphorescence) or nonradiative relaxation. The fluorescence lifetime is defined by
τ = 1/0 = (kr + knr)−1.

Other fluorescent molecules such as green fluorescent proteins (GFPs) (31) or
semiconductor NCs (37) exhibit similar dark state intervals, although for different
reasons [different long-lived dark states for GFP (31), Auger ionization or surface
trapping of carriers for NC (35)].
Spectral jumps can also be observed at the single-molecule level (53). This
phenomenon results from a shift of absorption and emission maxima due to the
changing environment of the molecule or a sudden conformational change of the
molecule itself (5, 125, 141).
E µ)
The efficiency of photon absorption is proportional to ( E.
E 2 , where EE represents the local electric field, and µE is the absorption dipole moment of the fluorophore (55, 70). For an immobilized fluorophore, the orientation of the molecule’s
absorption dipole can thus be determined by recording the emitted fluorescence
as a function of the orientation of the linear polarization of the excitation light.
This information in turn allows the determination of the spatial orientation of the
fluorophore (51, 141). For a mobile molecule, more information is needed because
the emission dipole may have time to tumble significantly (54): Fluctuations faster
than the fluorescence lifetime lead to a depolarized emission; fluctuations taking
place over timescales longer than the lifetime but shorter than the integration time
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lead to anticorrelation of the two orthogonal emission polarizations. The emission
polarization is needed to fully recover the relevant information. In particular, it is
important to recover the projection of the polarization on more than two orthogonal
axes as illustrated in Figure 2. This can be achieved in different ways in wide-field
imaging approaches as well as confocal ones (39).
Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET), first described theoretically
by Perrin (100) and later fully elucidated by Förster (40), is a special case of
influence of the local environment on fluorescence. If a nearby molecule (acceptor) has an absorption spectrum overlapping with the emission spectrum of the
studied molecule (donor), the energy absorbed by the donor can be transferred

E electric field, making an angle θ with the p
Figure 2 (a) Experiment schematic. E:
polarization axis. The excitation propagates along axis z, which is also the collection
axis. µEa and µEe are the absorption and emission dipole moments, initially aligned. ν
represents the rotational diffusion of the emission dipole during the excited lifetime.
The dipole is supposed to be confined in a cone positioned at an angle φ 0 projected on
the (s, p) plane that has a half-angle 1φ max. A polarizing beam-splitter (PBS) splits the
collected emission in two signals Is and Ip, which are simultaneously recorded by APDs.
(b) Simultaneously recorded Is (black) and Ip (gray) of a molecule rapidly rotating in
liquid. (c) Same data as in (b), but average over the 11 “on” periods. The fit corresponds
to a 1φ max close to 90◦ (freely rotating molecule) and permits determination of the
constrained rotational diffusion parameter. Adapted with permission from Reference
54. Copyright 1998, the American Physical Society.
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nonradiatively to the acceptor with an efficiency E given by:
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¢−1
¡
,
E = 1 + (r/R0 )6

1.

where r is the distance between the two emitting centers, and R0 is the Förster
radius (in Å). R0 is of the order of a few nanometers. Stryer & Haugland (118) thus
suggested using it as a molecular ruler. An example of this utilization is given in
Figure 3. The corresponding donor-acceptor distances are measured on diffusing
molecules with subnanometer precision, using the relative intensities in each color
channel. Alternatively, the transfer efficiency can be measured via the fluorescence
lifetimes as:E = 1 − τ D(A) /τ D(0) , where τ D(A) and τ D(0) are the donor lifetimes in
the presence or absence of acceptor, respectively (49). Electron transfer can also
significantly perturb the lifetime of a dye by opening a new nonradiative path in
the Jablonski diagram of the molecule (Figure 1).
Although most single-molecule experiments use one-photon fluorescence excitation because of its relatively large cross-section (∼10−16 cm2), fluorescence
can also be excited via a two-photon absorption process (28) using laser excitation
with half the photon energy needed to attain the excited state (106). However,
because of the low cross-section and the quadratic dependence on the incident
power, an excitation power several orders of magnitude larger than for one-photon
excitation is needed. This increases photobleaching because of the high probability
of photochemical degradation in the long-lived triplet state and the interplay of
multiphoton ionization processes (32). In compensation, excitation takes place in a
substantially reduced volume of the sample, reducing the out-of-focus background
contribution and out-of-focus bleaching.

Fluorophores and Labeling
A great variety of fluorophores are available (59, 70). Fluorescent organic molecules
(13), GFPs (31) and other fluorescent proteins (73), conjugated polymers (Jaggregates) (130), light-harvesting complexes (140), dendrimers (62), or semiconductor NCs (37) are a few examples of systems that have been extensively
studied at cryogenic as well as at room temperature with SMS techniques. Each
of these systems exhibits fluorescence based on specific processes, which can be
quite different from that illustrated on Figure 1. In NCs (4) for instance, ultravioletvisible photon absorption by a semiconductor compound leads to the creation of an
electron-hole pair (exciton). The pair recombines within few tens of nanoseconds,
emitting a visible photon whose wavelength depends on the NC diameter owing
to quantum confinement effects (4).
Fluorophores can be added in vitro to most proteins or other biomolecules after
biosynthesis and purification (132), either statistically or specifically. Statistical
labeling is mainly used for imaging purposes or restricted to preliminary stages
of assay development, as for the FRET-based analysis of staphylococcal nuclease
dynamics (56). However, site-specific labeling is a necessity when precise distance
or orientation information is sought (27). It requires a careful choice of labeling
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TABLE 1 Labeling strategies
Method

Application

References

Cysteine-specific labeling with
thiol-reactive reagents

Widespread use for FRET and
fluorescence polarization analysis
of small proteins (<500 residues)

(2, 42, 59, 68, 107,
112, 127, 132, 135)

Bis-functional Cys-reactive
fluorophore

Monitoring of orientation and
dynamics of protein domains

(20, 101, 116)

Peptide ligation

Intramolecular FRET

(21, 24, 27, 88, 113,
122)

Fluorescent derivatives of
the antibiotic puromycin

C terminus labeling

(90, 143)

In vitro reconstitution from
purified components

Multicomponent complexes

(80, 89, 107, 135)

Genetically encoded
fluorescent protein

In vivo labeling

(48, 63, 126)

chemistry, optimization of labeling reaction, and rigorous characterization of the
labeled biomolecules for efficiency, site-specificity, and retention of functionality.
Some of the many available methods, which are discussed in detail in (66), are
presented in Table 1. Few molecules do not require labeling because of the presence
of fluorescent moieties either in their own structure or in cofactors. This is the case
of proteins with tryptophan residues, enzymes using NADH, or flavins as cofactors,
as illustrated in Reference 73. This autofluorescence of native proteins is in fact a
source of background in cell fluorescent imaging applications.

Fluorescence Detection
Fluorescence acquisition geometries can be classified according to their excitation
and emission schemes. Wide-field detection schemes use either epifluorescence
illumination with lamps (47), defocused laser excitation (109), or total internal
reflection (TIR) excitation (42). Detectors include back-thinned charge-coupled
devices (CCDs) with quantum efficiencies (QE) up to 90%, but a usable readout
rate limited by readout noise to a few full frames per second (47, 109). Intensified
CCDs overcome the readout noise limitation by signal amplification, allowing
higher frame rates but at the price of a lower QE (<40%). The new electronmultiplying CCD technology should permit increased frame rates, with transfer
rates as high as 10 MPixels/s with single-molecule sensitivity (74).
Point-detection schemes encompass confocal and near-field scanning optical
microscopies (NSOM). The excitation volume has a radius of the order of the
excitation wavelength for CLSM (97) and of the tapered fiber core (∼100 nm) for
NSOM (Figure 4) (14, 38). Images of the sample are acquired pixel by pixel in a
raster fashion using a point-detector and reconstructed by software.
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Commercial CLSM uses a pair of galvanometer-mounted mirrors or acoustooptical deflectors to move the excitation laser beam across the sample and photomultiplier tubes (PMT) for photon detection. This choice has the advantage of
great speed (video-rate imaging is possible) but does not provide enough sensitivity
for SMS. SMS requires a slower, stage-scanning method and sensitive avalanche
photodiodes (APD). Indeed, until recently, PMT had a QE <20% in the visible
spectrum, against ∼70% for silicon APD. Progress in photocathode technology
(using GaAsP) should increase the QE of PMT, making them attractive detectors
for beam-scanning CLSM because of their larger sensitive area.
In one version of NSOM that closely resembles the original suggestion by Synge
(119) at the beginning of the twentieth century, a narrow optical fiber is brought in
close proximity (tens of nm) to a sample and a raster is scanned over it (25). The underlying molecules are sensitive only to the near-field contribution of the transmitted laser electric field, which extends over distances smaller than the wavelength,
resulting in a higher-resolution image collected by a microscope objective lens (38).
The use of lasers as excitation sources limits the range of accessible excitation wavelengths but provides higher intensities and allows pulsed excitation with
ultrafast lasers. They can be used in the near-infrared (NIR) range to perform twophoton fluorescence excitation, whose square dependence on the intensity results
in a quick decrease of the excitation away from the focus (28). Even though spatial
resolution is not necessarily enhanced and fluorophore photobleaching is increased
(96), two advantages result from this rather expensive and still sophisticated technique: Out-of-focus bleaching is reduced, and sample penetration is increased
because of the reduced absorption of NIR radiation, allowing thick, live tissues to
be imaged with little damage to the environment. The technique has thus found
impressive applications in neuroimaging (77) and deep-tissue imaging (114).
In SMS, wide-field imaging is necessary for particle-tracking studies but can
also be preferred over single-point detection for simultaneous observation of several spatially separated molecules (109). This reduces the amount of time needed
to accumulate a statistically significant number of observations. It is especially
relevant for experiments in which irreversible processes are triggered by modification of an external parameter. Point-detection geometries allow the acquisition
of fluorescence time traces of immobilized molecules with high temporal resolution, as well as fluorescence lifetime information (75), but they are rather slow for
imaging single molecules. CLSM is also extensively used for the study of freely
diffusing molecules in solution or embedded in fluid membrane (lipid bilayer of
cell membranes) by fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) (111, 139).

FLUORESCENCE IMAGING: A CLASSIC REVISITED
Imaging Modes: Intensity, Spectrum
Fluorescence allows rejection of the excitation signal and only detection of the
fainter emission light using filters and dichroic mirrors. This does not lead to any
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resolution improvement, but subresolution objects can now be detected as contrasted spots of fluorescent light with a diffraction-limited size (the point spread
function, or PSF). With the advent of digital, high-sensitivity cameras, successive excitation and detection of different fluorophores make it possible to obtain
multicolor images with good signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) (61).
Standard fluorophores have broad-emission spectra, a fact that renders their
spectral separation by bandpass interference filters imperfect, and impractical in
the case of several colors. It is then advantageous to use spectral imaging methods
that collect all emitted light for further processing. Several of these methods have
been proposed and implemented in recent years, both in wide-field (78) and pointdetection geometries (30, 69). Their goal is to recover the contribution of each
fluorophore to the recorded emission at different wavelengths for each individual
pixel. Fluorescence being an incoherent process and emission spectra being well
defined, intensities from different fluorophores simply add at each wavelength
of the emission spectrum. Knowing the emission spectra, we can recover the
contribution of each individual fluorophore by a simple matrix inversion. Figure 5
illustrates this point with a mixture of five semiconductor NC samples spin-coated
on a cover-glass and imaged with a prism and ICCD-based confocal spectrometer
(69, 82). These and future developments may improve the sensitivity of ion- or
pH-sensitive fluorophores (59), which are characterized by spectral changes upon
variation of the local concentration of an ionic species and have been used at the
single-molecule level (17).

Other Imaging Modes: Lifetime, Time-Gated,
and FRET Imaging
After intensity and spectrum, fluorescence lifetime is the next most useful observable fluorescence emission property for imaging. Most fluorophores excited
by a pulsed laser emit fluorescence photons after a few nanoseconds. Lifetime is
extremely sensitive to the molecule’s environment. The purpose of fluorescence
lifetime imaging (FLIM) is thus to measure the fluorescence lifetime at each point
of a sample to map either the presence or absence of a species, or the environment
of a known single fluorophore (45, 134). This is especially relevant for fluorescent proteins such as GFP, which cannot easily be separated spectrally (98). Two
implementations of this technique are available: One uses a time-domain measurement (124), the other a frequency-domain measurement (45, 71, 134). The
time-domain approach can be implemented using a time-correlated single-photon
counting (TCSPC) confocal setup (124), or using a time-gated ICCD in either
a multifoci excitation configuration (117) or a wide-field illumination (11). In
the first case, the scanning process is time-consuming, while in the second the
camera detects only photons emitted during a fixed time-window after the laser
pulse, losing any information on the remaining photons. In particular, time-gated
detection can only distinguish between fluorophores of well-separated lifetimes
and necessitates acquiring two sets of images for that purpose. This technique has
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been exploited for lanthanide chelates (131), metal ligand complexes (123), and NC
(22) imaging. These fluorophores have much longer lifetimes than do the autofluorescence of cell proteins, which make them attractive probes for high-sensitivity,
background-free intracellular imaging (Figure 6).
The frequency-domain approach is no less complicated and is based on radiofrequency (RF) modulation of the laser intensity and of the image intensifier gain,
either in phase (homodyne) or out-of-phase (heterodyne). The acquisition of several images at different phase differences allows the calculation of an apparent
lifetime and concentration for each pixel of the image, but this process can be
extremely time-consuming (several minutes) (72), resulting in photobleaching.
Applications to live intracellular Ca2+ imaging (72) or of receptor phosphorylation events (92) have illustrated the power of this imaging technique where spectral
information is of little help. The advantages of two-photon microscopy can be combined with FLIM in the frequency domain (102, 115), time-gated FLIM (120), or
TCSPC FLIM (10).
FRET imaging was first explored using fluorescence donor/acceptor photobleaching (23, 44) in order to extract background components of the signal. However, the irreversible modification of the sample that follows makes it far from ideal.
Other methods have been proposed. FLIM can measure energy transfer using the
relation E = 1 − τ D(A) /τ D(0) introduced previously. It provides a concentrationindependent FRET measurement and minimizes illumination (43). A combination
of intensity and lifetime observations would benefit FRET study (57), giving access
to dynamic interactions between FRET pairs on a cell-wide scale.

High-Resolution Imaging and Localization
Compared to an optical-sectioning technique such as DIC, standard fluorescence
microscopy suffers from image blurring due to out-of-focus signal. Deconvolution
algorithms have been developed during the 1980s in order to reassign out-of-focus
light back to its original source location, using series of images taken at different
foci (3). The reliability and ease of use of these algorithms have improved steadily
with computer power, allowing in certain conditions imaging with a resolution
better than the diffraction limit (super resolution) (18). Still, limited image transfer rate and processing time confine these techniques to fixed samples or slow
processes. CLSM has come as a remedy to blurring by removing most ray-lights
emitted out of focus with a pinhole (97).
Nevertheless, the resolution is still limited by the extension of the excitation
PSF. Working toward reducing the excitation volume, several PSF engineering
strategies have been proposed and demonstrated in order to reduce it at least in
one direction. Interference methods have been implemented that create a narrower central excitation volume along the optical axis thus improving the vertical
resolution of fluorescence microscopy (8, 41, 50, 60). A more sophisticated approach, stimulated emission depletion (STED), takes full advantage of the physics
of fluorescence emission (67). Combining both approaches, an image with a
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three-dimensional resolution of ∼30 nm has recently been obtained (33). This
imaging resolution is close to the best performances of NSOM and is not limited
to surface studies.
Although improvements in imaging resolution are still possible, a much better performance has already been reported in a related problem: high-resolution
(co)localization. In this case, one is interested not so much in the exact geometric structure of an object than in the relative position of two objects. This problem has been investigated thoroughly in the domain of bright-field microscopy,
where micrometer-sized beads were observed and localized with nanometer resolution using centroid-finding algorithms (46). In fluorescence microscopy, the
image is that of the PSF. If it is detailed enough and if its SNR is large enough,
precise subpixel localization can be obtained (12, 15). This idea has been successfully put in practice at the single-molecule level in near-field (53), wide-field
(109, 110), and confocal microscopy (69). Reaching nanometer resolution requires
a careful consideration of all sources of optical aberrations, especially chromatic
if one considers distances between objects with different colors. For these reasons,
NCs, which can all be excited by a single visible wavelength and detected simultaneously, represent in principle the ultimate probe for this type of application
(Figure 7) (69, 81).

SINGLE-MOLECULE SENSITIVITY: WATCHING
MOLECULES ROCK ‘N ROLL
The field of SMS has rapidly grown since its inception in the 1990s. The ability to
watch one molecule at a time gives access to the distribution functions of observables instead of the first statistical moments obtained in ensemble measurements.
It helps resolve subpopulations in heterogeneous samples or record asynchronous
time trajectories of observables that would otherwise be hidden during biochemical
reactions or similar processes.
SMS and microscopy experiments have already been evoked in the first parts of
this article to illustrate different properties of fluorescence (Figure 2). We now point
to the specific requirements needed to reach single-molecule sensitivity and present
a brief overview of applications and prospects of this fast-developing methodology.

Signal-to-Noise Requirement
Single-molecule observations require a careful optimization of background, signal, and noise (83). SNR and signal-to-background ratio (SBR) can be increased
by improving the collection efficiency, and the SBR can be further improved
by decreasing the excitation volume V. A larger excitation power or a longer
integration time improves the SNR without affecting the SBR. The value of
the residual background rate can be reduced by a careful choice of buffer, embedding matrix or immersion medium, and rejection filter or use of a confocal
design.
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For instance, typical values of the relevant parameters in the case of a CLSM
study of freely diffusing fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) in water may lead to
count rates of a few tens to hundreds of counts/ms and SNR ∼10 (83). However,
single molecules have a finite life span. In an oxygen-rich environment, they typically emit on the order of 106 photons before irreversible photobleaching. This
happens after a few hundred milliseconds, larger than the typical transit time (a
few hundred µs). For an immobilized molecule, however, it sets a stringent limit
on the total duration of a single-molecule observation.

The Signature of a Single Fluorophore
In addition to SBR and SNR issues, care has to be taken to ensure that the collected signal originates from a single molecule. Several fluorescent molecules can
indeed occupy the diffraction-limited excitation volume. If intensity fluctuations
(or variations of any other spectroscopic characteristics) are observed, they could
be due to single-molecule dynamics or environment changes, but they could as
well reflect the stochastic mixture of emissions from nearby molecules.
Two different strategies can be envisioned to reduce this uncertainty: (a) Work
at low concentration, such that at most one molecule is present in the excitation
volume, or equivalently, minimizes the excitation volume; and (b) use a selective
excitation or emission-detection protocol, such that only one molecule is excited
or detected within the sampled volume.
The first can be used in both solution and immobilized conditions. The second strategy requires fluorophores having either separable excitation (86, 95) or
emission properties (69, 124, 128) and has been illustrated with fluorescent semiconductor NCs in Figure 5.
In addition to fulfilling the above experimental criteria for single-molecule
detection, a number of tests can be performed to ascertain that the observed signal
actually comes from a single emitter (13). These criteria are direct consequences
of the photophysical properties of fluorophores:
■

■

■
■

■

■

The observed density of emitters varies according to the known concentration
of molecules.
The observed fluorescence intensity level is consistent with that of a single
emitting molecule.
Each immobilized emitter has a well-defined absorption or emission dipole.
Fluorescence emission exhibits only two levels (on/off behavior due to blinking or photobleaching) over timescales where no changes in the environment
are expected (93).
If there are two or more emission levels, photophysical property changes are
correlated (91).
The emitted light exhibits antibunching, i.e., no simultaneous emission of
two photons (9).
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Single-molecule fluorescence detection has undergone rapid developments in the
past few years, spreading in multiple fields of science (64, 83, 85, 136, 137, 142).
Here we present only a few examples of its power, with FCS methods, and studies
in material science and biology.
FLUORESCENCE CORRELATION SPECTROSCOPY FCS was introduced in the early
1970s (36, 76) as a method to study thermodynamic fluctuations of freely diffusing molecules at the small ensemble level (few molecules diffusing simultaneously
within the excitation volume). The method is usually implemented in a confocal
detection geometry and involves the recording of the arrival time of all photons
emitted in the small detection volume (∼1 fl). Analysis of the correlation function
of the recorded intensity permits extraction of the concentration, diffusion coefficient, photophysical characteristics, and for some of its variants, brightness of
one or multiple fluorophores in solution or in fluid membranes (111). The autocorrelation function of a single-channel intensity or the cross-correlation function
of multiple channels give access to fast timescales (as well as slower timescales),
which are not accessible from the study of individual immobilized molecules due
to shot-noise. Simultaneous consideration of other dimensions of fluorescence (polarization, lifetime) or data analysis schemes taking full advantage of the recorded
arrival times have given rise to a number of applications in photophysics (138),
conformational dynamics (16), macromolecular interactions (104), and study of
the kinetics of enzyme-catalyzed reactions (103). Many of the recent developments in detection of molecular interactions have been focused on increasing the
sensitivity to brightness to monitor ligand-protein binding equilibria (19), probe
the stoichiometry of protein complexes (79), study oligonucleotide-polymer interactions (129), or to probe receptor-ligand interactions in a format compatible
with ultrahigh-throughput screening (104, 108). These methods show improved
sensitivity over FCS methods that rely on diffusion only.
For interactions between macromolecules of different types (for example heterodimerization of two proteins), extending the analysis to two channels improves
the sensitivity over one-channel analysis. The molecules of one type are labeled
with one color (e.g., yellow), and the molecules of the other type are labeled with
another color (e.g., red). A complex of the two types of molecules thus has both
labels. Signal from the two fluorophores is separated spectrally onto two detector
channels, yellow and red. The binding of two molecules labeled with the yellow and red fluorophores is indicated by the coincident detection of simultaneous
photon bursts on both channels [these applications are reviewed in (103)]. The
cross-correlation technique has recently been applied in conjunction with CLSM
to cellular environments (7). By imaging and subsequent placement of the confocal spot at a specific point in the cell, the endocytic pathway of bacterial cholera
toxin was followed using cross-correlation analysis. Two subunits of the toxin
were labeled with different fluorophores, and the subunits were colocalized until
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reaching the Golgi apparatus, where they separated. This study demonstrates the
potential of cross-correlation analysis in living cells.
Single-molecule photophysical properties are extremely sensitive to their local (nanometer-sized) environment (84, 87). They can
for instance report on parameters such as the local pH (17) or on the local structure,
as illustrated by experiments designed to study the local dynamics of a polymer
matrix at the onset of the glass transition (29).
In this later experiment, molecules of the organic fluorophore Rhodamine 6G
dispersed within a thin poly(methacrylate) film were observed at temperatures
slightly above the melting temperature of the polymer, using fluorescence polarization CLSM (29). Each molecule exhibited a slow rotational diffusion over
several hours. This study demonstrated that an individual molecule probes an increasing number of different environments over time (dynamic disorder). At long
timescales, the observable characteristics (such as the autocorrelation function)
are similar to those measured on an ensemble of molecules, as expected from the
ergodicity hypothesis. At short timescales, each molecule reveals the peculiar local
and stable characteristic of its nanoenvironment, which may be different from that
of another molecule situated elsewhere (static disorder).
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MATERIAL SCIENCE STUDIES

BIOPHYSICAL AND BIOLOGICAL STUDIES SMS has allowed a reassessment of longstanding questions in biophysics, biochemistry, and biology (64, 136) by giving
scientists the possibility to study conformational dynamics and interactions of individual molecules in biological processes. From simple model systems based on
DNA (54, 55) or small peptides (65), to ribozyme (145), motor-proteins (94, 116),
and other biomolecules (2), or biomolecular complexes formed by association of a
few molecules (121), SMS continues to contribute valuable information to biology.
An example of this versatility is provided by the labeling of the central part
of a rotary motor protein, F1-ATPase (2). In this experiment, the molecular rotor
was labeled with a single fluorophore whose orientation, detected by emission
polarization measurements, directly reported the angle of the rotor with respect
to the shaft. The small size of the fluorophore guaranteed that the protein motion
would not be hindered (contrary to previous experiments, which used many larger
reporters such as micron-sized latex beads or fluorescent actin filaments). This
experiment (2) reproduced the previous results, showing that the rotor performed
120◦ steps [more recent work revealed substeps of 90◦ and 30◦ (144)].
SMS is also the tool of choice to study protein folding (137). The transition from
a denatured state to the fully folded native protein usually involves an unknown
number of intermediate states, which are not accessible by ensemble measurements. Conformations of doubly labeled proteins can be monitored by SMS as they
undergo folding, taking advantage of the distance dependence of FRET (Figure 3).
Our laboratory has studied the enzyme chymotrypsin inhibitor 2 (CI2), believed
to have two clearly distinct folding states. Their equilibrium is controlled by the
concentration of denaturant guanidinium chloride (27). Using single-pair FRET
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(spFRET) techniques, it was possible to identify folded and unfolded molecules
present at different denaturant concentrations. When averaged, these measurements yield the same denaturation curve obtained by ensemble measurements and
give access to the energy landscape of the folding reaction. The additional information provided by spFRET is the number of molecules in the two different
states, providing direct evidence of the two-states model derived indirectly from
ensemble measurements.
Other biological systems have been successfully studied using spFRET on immobilized molecules: spFRET has revealed transient intermediate states in the
Tetrahymena ribozyme (145), which had remained unnoticed in ensemble studies.
In vivo, intermolecular spFRET permits the detection of association and dissociation events, as in the case of an epidermal growth factor receptor pair studied on
cell membrane using TIR (105). For cluster formation involving larger numbers
of monomers, observed with E-cadherin (63) or L-type Ca2+ channels (58), stoichiometric approaches relying on the quantized emission of single molecules can
estimate the number of components in an aggregate.

CONCLUSION
Fluorescence microscopy is a mature field that keeps evolving toward higher sensitivity, versatility, and temporal, spectral, and spatial resolution. Its latest developments now allow reaching the level of the single molecule. In the near future, the
principal limitations of SMS (low signal, limited lifespan of fluorophores, tradeoff between time resolution, and the level of detail of information) will probably
remain, but technical improvements toward simultaneous acquisition of all fluorescence parameters (intensity, spectrum, lifetime, polarization) are promising. New
detectors will permit the combination of the high time resolution of single-photon
counting devices with the large field of view and spectral resolution allowed by
two-dimensional detectors. Progress is to be expected in the development of new
fluorophores or in their use to probe local environmental properties.
As powerful as it is, SMS cannot replace every existing single-molecule detection or manipulation technique. Researchers start associating it with other approaches to correlate applied forces or fields and molecular conformations. New
ways of controlling local fields (electric, magnetic, or others) or biochemical environments (microfluidic devices) would take advantage of the noninvasiveness,
high-temporal, and spatial resolution of SMS to get a direct feedback of events at
the nanometer scale in various domains of research. We thus expect that it will be
possible to follow biological processes at the molecular level in individual cells.
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Figure 3 (a) Jablonski diagram for FRET. Fluorescence energy transfer involves two
molecules: a donor D and an acceptor A, whose absorption spectrum overlaps the
emission spectrum of the donor. Excitation of the acceptor to the lowest singlet excited
state is a process identical to that described for single-molecule fluorescence (Figure
1). Energy transfer to the acceptor by dipole-dipole interaction, in the presence (within
a few nm) of a nearby acceptor molecule, quenches donor fluorescence emission.
The donor exhibits fluorescent emission following the rules outlined in Figure 1a.
(b) DNA n constructs used for the FRET distance study. Tetramethylrhodamine (TMR)
is attached to the 50 end of the DNA, and Cy5 is attached to the nth base from the 50
end (n = 7, 12, 14, 16, 19, 24, 27). (c) FRET histograms extracted from time traces for
DNA 7, 12, and 19. Double Gaussian fits extract numbers for the mean (width) of the
higher efficiency peak of 0.95 ± 0.05, 0.75 ± 0.13, and 0.38 ± 0.21, respectively.
The peak around zero efficiency corresponds to nonfluorescent acceptor molecules.
(d) Mean FRET efficiencies extracted from FRET histograms plotted as a function
of distance for DNA 7, 12, 14, 16, 19, 24, and 27. Distances are calculated using
the known B-DNA double-helix structure. The solid line corresponds to the expected
Förster transfer curve for R0 = 65 Å. (b, c) Adapted with permission from Reference
26. Copyright 1999, the National Academy of Sciences USA.
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Figure 4 (a) Schematic of a near-field scanning optical microscope setup used for
single-molecule imaging. An aluminum-coated tapered optical fiber (raster-scanned
at nanometer distance from the sample) with a subwavelength aperture (50–100 nm)
serves as a waveguide for laser excitation. Shear-force feedback keeps the tip at a
constant distance from the sample, resulting in a signal used for nanometer-resolution
topographic reconstruction of the scanned area. (b) The excitation volume and the
corresponding local evanescent electric field are detailed in the expanded view. Fluorescence light emitted by individual molecules is collected by an oil immersion, high
NA objective and recorded by an APD. (c) Composite image obtained by superimposing the fluorescence intensity detected in two separate channels over a topographic
map of red blood cells obtained by shear force feedback of the near-field microscope.
Green spots correspond to fluorescence of host proteins labeled with FITC. Red spots
correspond to malaria proteins labeled with Texas Red. (a, b) Adapted with permission
from Reference 13. Copyright 1993, the American Association for the Advancement
of Science. (c) Adapted with permission from Reference 53. Copyright 1996, IEEE.
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Figure 5 Spectral imaging semiconductor nanocrystals. Scans of a mixture of four
NC samples (ensemble peak emissions: 540, 575, 588, and 620 nm). (a) A representative collection of individual NC spectra (about 20 nm FWHM) obtained from the
integrated data of 3 × 3 pixels. Despite their overlap, five orthogonal spectral bands (i
to v) could be defined. (b) Five false-color images corresponding to the spectral bands
defined in (a). (c) Overlay of the five perfectly registered images of (b). 10 × 10 µm2
scan (pixel size: 78 nm, scale bar: 1 µm). Adapted with permission from Reference
81. Copyright 2001, Academic Press.
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Figure 6 (right) Time-gated imaging of semiconductor NCs. (a) Mouse 3T3 fibroplasts were incubated with NCs and fixed in 2% formaldehyde, 0.5% glutaraldehyde.
Observations were performed using a customized confocal microscope [for details see
(22)]. Integration time per pixel is 10 ms, the lifetime window being 0–150 ns after
the laser pulse (repetition rate: 5 MHz). This image is obtained using all the detected
photons. The ellipse indicates the location of the nucleus. (b) The same recording, but
retaining only photons arrived between 35 and 65 ns after a laser pulse. A marked
decrease of the background is observed with a few bright spots clearly dominating.
(c, d) Intensity profiles along the white-dashed line in a and b. The total signal decreases
notably, but the signal-to-average-background ratio jumps from 3 to 45. Note that part
of the cytoplasm fluorescence might also be due to NCs. Adapted with permission
from Reference 22. Copyright 2001, Optical Society of America.
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Figure 7 Ultrahigh-resolution colocalization of individual nanocrystals. Mixture of
green (Em: 540 nm) and red (Em: 620 nm) NCs excited at 488 nm (excitation power:
200 nW incident or 320 W/cm2 peak irradiance; integration time: 50 ms). (a, b) Green
and red channel images of a 1 × 1 µm2 scan obtained by raster scanning the sample
through the fixed excitation PSF and recording the respective signals on two different
APDs (pixel size: 50 nm; scale bar: 200 nm). As visible from the intensity profiles along
two orthogonal lines passing through the PSFs centers, the count rates are similar in
both channels. Black curves indicate the corresponding cross-sections of the fitted
PSFs. (c) Overlay of the two channels with indication of the determined PSFs centers.
(d ) Bootstrap replicas of the datasets were fitted in order to estimate the uncertainty of
the position determination (34). The figure shows the histograms of the fitted centers
distribution obtained from 1000 simulations. The measured distance is 25 nm with a
corresponding uncertainty of 7 nm (68% confidence limit). Adapted with permission
from Reference 69. Copyright 2000, the National Academy of Sciences USA.
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